
METHODOLOGY FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE DSA BILLS.  

1. For Generators:  

Input for the Bilateral Schedule is fetched from the NRLDC website under the heading of STOA / 

LTOA / MTOA. IEX schedule is fetched from the sheet of IEX, which they share with the HPSLDC. 

These all values are at State Periphery. Energy are round upto two decimal places. 

For Meter data are received from the respective client in the form of unprocessed data. Those 

files are converted from their respective software for the further use. The data is converted and 

uploaded on the software. For making the meter values also at the state periphery we multiply 

it with there respective MF then remove the free power of GoHP then add the DISCOM losses 

and STU losses. Energy are round upto two decimal places.   

OD/UD is calculated by the subtraction of Drawl from the Schedule. OD/UD are round upto five 

decimal places. 

Frequency is fetched from the NRPC bill, which is generated weekly. Frequency are round upto 

two decimal places.      

Then the DSA rates are calculated according to the frequency and capped at 800 Paisa / kWh. 

DSA rates are round upto two decimal places. 

Then the normal and Additional Deviation amount is calculated from the above calculated figures 

in 96 block.  

 Violation in Sustained Deviation from Schedule is calculated under the following points:  

No. of Violation in a Day Additional Change Payable 

From first to fifth violation For each violation, an additional charge of 
daily base DSM payable/receivable 

From sixth to tenth violation For each violation, an additional charge of 
daily base DSM payable/receivable 

From eleventh violation onwards For each violation, an additional charge of 
daily base DSM payable/receivable 

 

The final bill is calculated after the calculation of all above points.  

1.1. In Case of Malana and Sandhya:  

All the process of bill generation is same but in Actual meter data after multiplying the MF 

value in the meter reading we have to deduct the Aux losses and other losses which is change 

weekly and add in the portal. 



1.2. In Case of GoHP: 

1.2.1. Schedule of GoHP = Schedule of IEX (shared on day ahead basis through Mail to HPSLDC 

from IEX) + Bilateral Schedule of the GoHP which is reflected on NRLDC Scheduling 

portal 

1.2.2. Actual by HPSEBL= ISGS schedule of the GoHP which is reflected on NRLDC Scheduling 

portal 

 

1.3. In Case of HPSEBL: 

1.3.1. Schedule of HPSEBL = Schedule of State – absolute value of actual share of GoHP as per 

implemented schedule + absolute value of actual sale of GoHP as per implemented 

schedule + absolute value of actual sale by IPPs under STOA/LTA - absolute value of 

purchase by OA Consumers. 

 

1.3.2. Actual by HPSEBL= Actual of State + actual saleable power injected by IPPs selling their 

power through OA- absolute value of purchase by OA consumers. 

 

2. For Consumers:  

Input for the Bilateral Schedule is fetched from the NRLDC website under the heading of STOA / 

LTOA / MTOA. IEX schedule is fetched from the sheet of IEX, which they share with the HPSLDC. 

These all values are at State Periphery. Energy are round upto two decimal places. 

For Meter, data are received from the respective client in the form of unprocessed data. Those 

files are converted from their respective software for the further use. The data is converted and 

uploaded on the software. For making the meter values also at the state periphery we multiply it 

with their respective MF then remove the free power of GoHP then add the DISCOM losses and 

STU losses. Energy are round upto two decimal places.   

If they are UD then they come under the penalty clause and DSA bill will be raised.   

If they are, OD then the DISCOM raise the separate bill for the same that is not related to the part 

of the DSA bill.  

3. From the NRPC bill and State DSA bill, the capping is done on the OD/UD. We can check the both 

the values will be same.  

4. If the State DSA bill amount is more than the NRPC DSA bill then the left amount is remain in the 

DSA POOL account.  

5. If the State DSA bill amount is less than the NRPC DSA bill then the amount is paid form the DSA 

POOL account.  

 

 


